Input DNA ratio determines copy number of the 33 kb Factor IX gene on de novo human artificial chromosomes.
Human artificial chromosomes (ACs) are non-integrating vectors that may be useful for gene therapy. They assemble in cultured cells following transfection of human centromeric alpha -satellite DNA and segregate efficiently alongside the host genome. In the present study, a 33 kilobase (kb) Factor IX (FIX) gene was incorporated into mitotically stable ACs in human HT1080 lung derived cells using co-transfection of a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) harboring synthetic alpha -satellite DNA and a P1 artificial chromosome(PAC) that spans the FIX locus. ACs were detected in >or=90% of chromosome spreads in 8 of 19 lines expanded from drug resistant colonies. FIX transgene copy number on ACs was determined by input DNA transfection ratios. Furthermore, a low level of FIX transcription was detected from ACs with multiple transgenes but not from those incorporating a single transgene, suggesting that reducing transgene number may limit misexpression. Their potential to segregate cross species was measured by transferring ACs into mouse and hamster cell lines using microcell-mediated chromosome transfer. Lines were obtained where ACs segregated efficiently. The stable segregation of ACs in rodent cells suggests that it should be possible to develop animal models to test the capacity of ACs to rescue FIX deficiency.